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A. INTRODUCTION

I. Illegitimacy

In, the Ethiopian church, as in other churches, the concept of sin has led to
a disthiction beiween legitimate and natural children, which has affected the law
of succession. According to the Ethiopian Christians' ancient book of law, the
16th century Fetha Negant, illegitimate children cannot inherit unless there is a
testament in their favour) Such distinction, however, has not prevailed. or has
disappeared in practice, the customary law making, as a rule, no distinction bet-
ween the status of legitimate and natural child.2

Filialtion

The Fetha Negast contained no provisions whatever about any modes of
parental affiliation of children- (Incidentally, this makes one doubt whether the
mentioned old distinction between legitimate and natural childrmn was ever very
real.) In customary law prior to the 1960 codification, proof of filiation was free. all
evidence being admitted. A very common mode of establishing paternal filiation
was a Christian mother's religious oath, indicating the alleged father (who could
be, if she was married, a man oftr than her husband). Such oaths had a particular
force if made by an unmarried girl, and were in all cases hardly rebuttable if taken
before a priest at the child's baptism or in articido moris.3

The fact that (a) filiation could be so easily established, coupled with (b) the
disappearance of any distinction and the equality of rights as between "'legitimate"
(marital) and "natural" (extra-marital) children, and (c) the lack of any time limits
for the bringing of the affiliational and the concomitant successoral claims, have
caused a host of confutsed successoral suits. brought by alleged natural children
on flimsy grounds.4 In order to cope with this unsatisfactory situation while pre-
serving the traditional legal equality between marital and extra-marital children,
the Ethiopian Civil Code of 1960 severely limits the admissible modes of establish-
ing filiation. These modes of affiliation are disussed below.

* This aticlc was a report to the Sevtnth Conorss of the International Academy of
Comparative Law (1966) It includes a few chang from the report as delivered at the
ConetCsS.

Faculty of Law. Haile Sealassle I University.
I. See I. Guidi, It Fetha Nagast -o Legtiladone dei re (Roma 1899), pp- 419 add 541.
2. Cf., c~g., C. Conti Rossii, Principi di diritto consuerudinnrio daItEilrea (Roma 191).

p. 315; F, Ostini, Trantao del diriflo conmuerdinarlo deltEritrea (ASmara 1936), p. 80.
3. C., e.g., Conti Rossini, work cited above at note 2, pp. 286-88; Ostini, work cited above

at note 2, p. 70,
4. As shown by the largely unreported eas aw oa this topic. For a case based an serious

grounds (informal paternal recognition: racatus) see Mulunesh Hailu v. Bcketch
Haflu (Sup. Dinp. CL, 195. Civil App- No 36157) (unpublished)-
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B. MODES OF AFFLIATION 5

Summary view

Under the opening provision of the Code's Chapter X on filiatioa. the rules
on the legal "determinationf ' o a child's father and mother may not be derogated
by_ agreement except where the- law expressly provides otherwise. It follows that
the Codes enumeration of the modes of establishing a maternal or paternal filia-
tion (in Section I of said chapter) is limitative, except for the express rules of
Section 2 on the conactuaI regulation or assignment of paternity. The modes of
establishing a maternal or paternal filiation must be distinguished from the modes
of proving that such a filiation has been established, which later modes are
mandatorily governed by the provisions of Section 3 of said chapter.

The modes of establishing, in law. the blood relationship of the first degtee
called filiation (with its consequences in family and succession law) between a child
and a given woman or man. can be summarized as follows:

. Maternal filiation is:simply established by the physical fact of birth of the
child from a given woman.7

[I. Logically. paternal filiation should be established by the physical fact of
begetting of the child by a given man. Since this fact is impossible to determine,
paternal filiation is attached by the Code to one of the following situations or acts.
which at least probably coincide with true physical begetting:

1. Paternal filiation results from the maternal one (which is established by
childbirth) where a marriage, or a so-called irregular union existed between the
mother and a given man at the time of the birth or conception of the child.'

2. In the absence of an affiliation under rule (l) paternal filiation can be
established by a man's acknowledgement of the child as his own.'

3. In the absence of an affiliation under rule (1) or (2), paternal filiation may
be established by a judicial declaration of paternity based on the rape or abduction
of the mother.10

4. Paternal filiation may bc contractually assigned by the legal father in the
case of a child born between 210 and 300 days after dissolution of a relationship
under rule (1).11

5. Where a child has. prima facie, more than one legal father, such conflict
is solved by a contract or by legal presumptions.'2

We shall presently analyze. one by one, the above enumerated modes of
paternal affiliation.

5. Compare Workinch Bezabisb v. Yidmeku (Sup. Imfp. CL, 1963), ., E. L., voL 1. P. it
6. Mistrandhlted as "'scertainment' in the Co4s Epgoih vcrsio-
7,. -Art 739. (All fotnot refermces are to the Civil Code excopt whore it is statod

oterwise)
8. Arts. 740(l) carm 74145.
9, Arts. 740(2) cam 746-57.

10- Art. 758.
II. Art. 765,
12. Arts. 762 and 764.
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1. Paternal Affiliation through Marriage

as Irregular Union

While mater semper cera esf because birth is easy to determine, determination
of the father creates difficulties in all legal systems. All developed systems copewith these difficulties primarily by attaching a more or less conclusive presumption
of patermity to whoever is the husband of the mother at the time of birth or concep-
tion)' in accordance with the maxim paler is est quem nupliae demoMtranLd
The Ethiopian legislator adheres to this method, which he supports by an almost
irrebuttable presumption that a child born more than 180 days after celebration-of
marriage or less than 300 days after its dissolution is conceived during the
marriage.5 Here tbe very close similarity of our law to foreign systems ends. We
must discuss, in turn, (1) the scope of the presumption of paternity in Ethiopia
and (2) the force of this presumption:

1. The scope of the presumptiop: decs it cover only marriage or also other
unions? Foreign legal writers often justify the presumptive paternity of the husband
by ihe legal duty of sexual fidelity and co-habitation, which exists orly in mar-
riage."t In Ethiopian law an irregular union between man and woman, in which
no such duty exists, is put for the purpose of filiation on exactly the same footing
as Marriage. In order to create an irregular union, merely the behaviour of the
man and woman must be analogous to that of married people.'7 Such faux nnage
creates in fact, in spite of the absence of a "fidelity" duty, a probability of concep-
tion by the man perhaps not less than in marriage, Such probability is sanctioned
by the legal presumption of paternity." The absolute ton-discrimination between
marital and extra-marital children in Ethiopia is not limited to the effects of
filiation. As shown above, it extends also to the modes of affiliation, which are
the same for marriage and irregular union.

2. The force of the presumption: who may rebut it and how and when may
he do it? Ethiopian law is fairly near to the French!' in its severely restrictive
approach to this question:

a. Who may rebut the presumption of paternity? Only the presumptive
father can bring an action for disowning the child. Neither the (unfaithful) mother
nor- her lover nor the child himeif may institute such actio 20 (as they may be
tempted to do in order to claim or acknowledge another paternity). The interest
in maintaining the peace of a household and preventing litigation prevails here,
irrespective of truth, over less meritorious intersts.

13. Except, in Ethiopian law, where birth oxcun after a declaration of aben$c a. Arts. 744
cur 157(1).

14. Se J. Carbonnior, Droit Civil (Paris 1955, TI. No. 150; ci. Art. 741.
15. Art 743, as qualfld by Aft 732 if.
16 Sct Carbarnnfar work cited above at note 14: of. Arts. 643 ewr 640.
17. Art 7090) e. .3 Krzazunwicz_ "Code and Custom in Ethiopia: J. Eth.. 4,, to .2

(1965), p. 425. &T. Judicial Intnrprtatin.
18. Art. 745.
19. Sce Canbofcr. work cited above at note 14, No. 154-55.
O. Art, 790-
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K How may the presumptive father rebut the presumption of his paternity?
The legislator's answer is again severely restrictive. The presumptive father must
prove:

i. that he had no relations with the mother within the legal conception period
(Between the 300th and the 180th day before birth);21 or

ii. with court permission based on preliminary circumstantial evidenc,
that his paternity is absolutely impossible.P The court may not justify its
permission by the inere fact of the mother's adultery or admission,"

III. Proof against the presutmption is free only where the maternal affiliation
(by birth) is itself -not determined but is being established by an action to
Claim status.3

c. When may the presumptive father bring an action to disown the child?
The answer is again restrictive. He must do it within 180 days from the birth of
the child or from the final judgment an the (above.mentioned) action to claim
status-

CocluSion

The scope of the presumnption of paternity in Ethiopia is large, since it includes
"irregular unions." Its force is great because of the rcstictio ri5 on by whom. how
and when it may be rebutted.

2. Paterna Affiliofion by Acknowledgement

Children not born from a marriage or anL irregular union, but from less stable
relations, have a juridical bond only with their mother and have no father unless
a voluntary acknowledgement or an adoption has taken place.25 An acknowledge-
ment of paternity consists in a man's declaration that he considers himself the
fMther of the child concerned.6 Only a child who has no legal father can be so
acknowledged ha an important respwt. the effects of such acknowledgement differ
from thosme of an artificial fliatian created by adoption. adoption has no effect
with regard to the adopter's relatives who have opposed the adoption, while no
such limitation has been enacted with respect to acknowledgement which there-
fore, if validly made (see below), affects even unwilling relatives.3e We shall now
discuss the following seven points regarding acknowledgement of paternity:

21. Arts, 783 cur 784.
22. ArtL 75-87. The prdiminarq circumstantial evidence may con"st r.. in extreame

phyical dlsscmblanc (black child of white parts). As to lmpuibftlty it is &mnu-
trated, eg., by sterility or by negative "blood' tests

23. Art 788.
24. A. 789 cum 772-
25. Art 721(3). Or unlems prnity aLs been judidulty decIad (see hlow.
26. Arts 7447.
27. Arts. 796-806. S=c als Art. 58.
28. The acknowledgee aequirci wainteanc and/or suvcwsilm rights i agaimt tm
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1. Who may acknowledge or be acknowledged?

a. As a rule. only the alleged father himself may acknowledge the child.
But if he is dead (or unable to manifest his wiMl), a paternal ascendant may
acknowledge the child in the fathers name.!

b, As a rule, only a living child may be acknowledged. A dead child cannot
be acknowledged unless he has left descendants.L

2. Formal requirenwnus.

a. The acknowledgement must be made in writing, including the signatur
of two witnesses.'2

b. Save in the case of a porwer of attomey which is both special-J and appro-
ved by the court, the declaration of acknowledgement must be made persooallyY1

3. Neccssisy of cceptane.

Acknowledgement of paternity is of no effect unless accepted as well founded
by the child's mother or, if she is dead (or unable to manifest her will), by one
of her parents," or by the chid's guardian)' If the child is a major (no
guardian) he must also assenL37 The required acceptances may be tacit. ie.,
consist in raising no objection within one month of taking cognizance of the
acknowledgmenaenO8 These acceptan e requirements show that paternal affiliation
by acknowledgement presupposes, as do other modes of paternal affiliation, a prior
maternal affiliation as established by child-birth. (It thus seems that a fouadling
can be adopted but not acknowledged.) They provide a check on the truth of the
acknowledgement and increase the chances that the child's interests will be
considered.

4. RevocAlion and avoidan.

In The interest of stability in the legal status of children, no or little protection
is given to a repenting acknowledger of a child:

a. An acknowledgement of paternity is,. as a rule, irrevocable (except if
contained in a testament, since testaments are essentially revocable5) Its author
cannot revoke it unless he was a minor and acts within a year from reching
majority."1

29. 's whnee he is perma.ently anmeoscious, or is dclared absint tuder Article 154.
30. In the twins of Article 750
31. Art. 754.
32, Arts. 748(1) ture 1727 and 1677. As to ArtiIe 748(2), it is mrely conmmed with an

txoetohal mode of proving (by act of notoriety) that a valid ackncow1erneent hau
bec given.

33. Artr. 749(2) cume 22061).
34- Art 749(I).
35. In the tem of Article 751.
36. Who will then bc, ordinarily, one of the relasives mentioned undcr Arde 220(d-t'
37. Art. 752
38. Art. 753.
39. Art 859).
40. Art 755.
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b. Where the acknowledger's consent is vitiated his acknowledgemett can
be avoided if it was extorted by violence (dures). 4' It may not be avoided on the
groMund.of error (mistake) or fraud,.2 unless the acknowledger also deciuivcly proves
thk inilpisibility bf his paternity. 3 Thus, an acknowledger who was defrauded by
an unfaithful mistress into believing himself to be the child's father has, as a rule.
no nredy.

5. Two acknowiedgements.

Where a child was, and remains, validly .acknowledged by a man in accordance
with the requirements under 1-4, above, any subsequent acknowledgement by
another man is of no ef e ac

6. A necking the acknowledgenent.
The acknowledgement can be denied or challenged
a. By any interested person, such as an affected relative, by sloing that the

acknowledgement was. not given by Oe required person (see i, above), or not
aepted by required person, (wee 3, above).. or .not 'nwritte" and personally
delaied as required. (see 2, above), or -was directed at an already acknowledged
child (see 5. above).

.b. By the acknowledger atoned if avoidance of the acknowledgement is
sought on ground of vitiated consent or decisive impossibility of begetting by
him. (See 4-b above.)

7. uridical nature of the acknowledgement.4
a Is acknowledgment of paternity a juridical act which, in law, presently

creates the affiliation, or is it merely a mode o proof (by admission) which ascer-
tains (retroactively) a past affiliation? In practical terms, can the child claim his part
ir inheritances accrued before his icknowlodgement?"7 Ti answer is not easy.
Acknowledgement does not figure among the modes of proving filiation which are
mentioned under Section 3 of the Code's chapter on filiation." Obversely, it
figures among the modes of establishing the legal bond of filiationm' But Article
747(2) provides that the acknowledger need not have intended to produce the legal
tffects of acknowledgement, while an intention to produce legal effects is a requisite
of "juridical" acts, Acknowledgement thus at least partakes of the nature of the
mode of proof called admission, so that we may perhaps consider its effects as

41. ArtL756(1) cum. 1706,
42. Arts. 756(2) cum 1696-1704.
43 Er., by "tablishing that ho i5 st.Ale.
44. Art. 757-
45. af. Art. 108(1).
46. Cf. Carbonni, work cited above w note 14, No. 167; V. 4otMg. La ture Iardiqsw

de 1 eonnebsence denfans naturel te,, Reunes (1934.
47. Rg., by the petio h.rdila ds under Articles 999-1001. This may have a disturbing

effect on accrumed successions ard be an inmtivc to frauds.
48. Arts. 769-72: rcord of birth, r possaeion of sratw. or act of naotty.
49. Ai 1740.
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retroactive. This solution coincides with common-sense requmnts: A man
either is not the father, or is the father from the lime of conueption. It is only in
the d:stnct case of artificial affiliation, called adoption (Civ C. Art- 796)T that the
juridical act involved has no retroactive effects. Indeed, adoption of another's
child (an act creating a new situation) is clearly distigot from aciowledgement
of one's own child (an act declaratory of an existing situation).

b. is that _ometimes inchoate juridical act, called acknowledgement of pater-
nity. unitateral. or is it in the nature of an agreement? The latter seems true in
view of of the requirement for its "acceptance." (See 3. above.) Practical conse.
quence: the acknowledgement may be avoided by the acceptor if her acceptance
was vitiated by violence. (Cf. 6-b, above.) More obviously, a testamentary (posthu-
mous) acknowledgement is inoperative in the absence of a (tacit or express) accep-
tauce.

3. Paternal Affiliation by Judicial Declaration

Where a child has neither a presumptive father under the rules of section 1,
above, nor a self-acknowledged one under the rules of section 2. above, his paternal
affiliation may be jud:ciully declared if his mother was "le" or "abducted" at
what is considered the time of conception'3 It follows that:

1. This action cannot be brought by a raped or abducted mother of a child
who already has a valid affiliation.

2. The requirement of "'rape" or "abduction" not being deimed. we must
understand it in the sense given it by the Penal Code.51 The affiliation judgement
will ordinarily follow upon a criminal conviction for rape or abduction. The
respective procedings may be joined.Y2

3 The "time of conception" may be fixed by analogy to that determined

by Article 783. i.e., between the 300th and 180th day preceding bhrth.
Other chaacteristics of this re medy:5 3

4. ;Vho ay bring the action? As a rule, only the raped or abducted
mothcr If she died (or is unable to manifest her will), the child's guardiat my
bring it.

5. When may the action be brought? Only within two years from the child's
birth or from the relevant criminal conviction.

& Defence to the action: it is a conclusive defence for the rapist or
abductor to prove decisively (e.g. by cstablishing his sterility) that he could not
have conceived the child.

7. No action for judicial declaration of paternity may be brougt on other
grounds. This does not exclude actios concerned with proving that filiation has
been established by the other modes discussed in this report. It merely means that

50. Art 755.
51, Pen, C, Art. 558 and 5$89.
$2- See Ph. Graven, .oad dner of Criminal and Civil Proceadinrr J. Eth. L. voL 1 (1964),

1M. 13550.
53Sc Arts- 75961.
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the mode ".judicial declaration of paternity' is limited to the grounds of rape or
abduction and does not comprise those of, e.g., seduction or admission. The
rationale for such severity has been given in the introduction to this report.

8. Effects of judicial affiliation. Since judicial affiliation is a sanction of
blamable conduct, its effects differ from those of ordinary affiliation in the follow-
ing respect: While the rapist or abductor must support the child, the converse is
not true and the child need not support him. The child owes no maintenance to a
"judicially declared" father.5

4- Affiliation by Assignment of Paternity

According to a well-known brocard, rights of staes are not in cominercio. They
are fixed by law and should not be bargained about. This principle is not firmly
established in Ethiopian law (ad tradihonri 5  The legal father of a child born
less than 300 days after the dissolution of his marriage or irregular union with a
woman) 7 may assign his paternity to another man. The material and formal
requirements for such assignment a=e as follows 8 :

1. The child must be born more than 210 days after the dissolution and the
other man must declare the child to be his-

2. The assignment must be attested by four witnesses and appxovcd by the
court after hearing the mother.

Assignment of paternity is irrevocable and its avoidance is subject to restric-
tion similar to those concering acknowledgement of paternity5 and enacted for
similar reasons.

5. Conflict of Paternal Filhationt'

A mother in childbirth may have. simultaneously, a husband and an irregular
union with another mar. Or, a child conceived in a prior marriage or unic may
he born in a subsequent one. In order to solve the ensuing double pateraity con-
flicts,6' the legislator permits the men concerned to decide by agreement who is
father. Requirements: four witnesses and court approval after hearing the mother.
Such agreed regulation of the conflict is irrevocable and its avoidance is as difficult
as that of an assignment or an acknowledgement of paternity. (See above.) It is
only in the absence of such agreement that the legislator solves the conflict himself
by giving preference to the quality_othusbapd. or to the time of birth, as critenio
for determining paternity,

54. a. G. KnaczuLnowcz, "'Civil Code Aricles 758-76t: Side Issues," )_ Eth, L.. vol. 2
(1965), pp. 185-87.

55, Ars.& 808(1) cum 810.
56. Cf. G. Krzczunowicy, "Code and Custom in Ethi4*i&," cited above at notc 17, B.v.

Pam-Legal Outlets, Family Law.
57- a. Arl 743.
58. See ArtL. 765-66 and 768,
59. ArL 768. Comparc. Art. 756.
60.. -v Arm 762-64 and 768.
61- Betwen: (1) The rule of Article 741 and that of Article 745(1), or (2) the citria

"born" and conceived' within Article 741 or 745(1)
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C. PROOF OF FILIATION

Foraword

Modes of proving filiation are discussed in a separate Code section and are
thus distinguished from the modes of establishment of fiiatiom Filiation from the
mother is established by birth, from the father (begetting being "provable) by
the afore-discussed modes- But such birth, plus the marriage or irregular union, or
the acknowledgement or assignment of paternal filiation. must somehow be proved.
The child-successor.F- at his parent's death, often has no direct evidence of his
affiliation on hand. He is, however, legally presumed to be the rightful child (and
thus heir ab intesato) if he has a rcord of birth or a possession of status of .
child!6 These means of proof are non-contentious because, taken separately, they
are effective only in the absence of their valid contesiation." while taken together
they prevent any action from arising.6r We shall discuss, in turn, the non-conten-
tious and contentious modes of proving filiation-

1. Non-contentious Proof of Fid/atjon

1. By virtue of the Code's transitory provisions.* #nquiry-base acs of
notoriety must be used instead of records of birth for proving birth. But the
"officers of civil status or notaries" required by Article 146 to dress such acts of
notoriety do not exist and, in the absence of implementing legislation, there seems
also to exist no personnel "appointed for the purpose by the Minister of Intedor..6"

2 In view of the above, the paramount mode of non-contentious proof
of filiation in Ethiopia is possession of status, as attested by four witnessesP'9
A person possesses the stats of child if he is "treated by a man or woman, by
their relatives and by society" as being hs or her child. This cover the requir -
ments of tractaua and farna of the corresponding continental doctrines on posses-
s on of status. Mother requirement the nomenP is omitted, probably because it
is not suitable to a countr where family names are not yet in general use.70

3, There are no major problems where a maternal fiHiation or, perhaps.
a joint filiation with respect to both parents is shown by possession of status. But

62. FllUaioc problc=s in Ethiopa arise mwty on occasion of .iccasiis Soeginra ft
occasion is created by a mainenance claim.

63- Art 769-70.

64. Arm 97 amd 771(2).
65. Art 774 and 780: bcfl, dairs t (avother) statys by, wd ccntestatio of staus against

a pemo whine record of birth is corrtbtrated by possessico of status are inadmissible.
66- Article 3361. suspmng the applioa of the Civil ReSider legislafion- Bnt, as a

resut of 4he preCo& Municpalibties Proolawrio 1.945, Art 9 Pran. No. 74, Ng. Gaz,
ym 4. nO. 7. folowing upon the Adn ve Regiadms Decree, 1942, Pat 74(d).
Deee N& 1. Nqs. Gt, year 1, no. 6. sporadic cases of regisiatica of birth, ewc oour
in a few areas regardles of both Lhc substantive and the tansitory Code proVii on
this subjt. Th* legal value of such agistmtkms is thzrdufre to say the least, dobdfuL

67. ArL 3361(2)
68. Arms 770-71(1).
69. 00 eJ th dtrw re mml m rmje Mazaad A Mazead, Lecom d drak t ril

a 1959) TI, N. 830.
70. See Arts. 3358-0.
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zan a child of unknown maternal filiation be allowed to prove, by possession of
status., his paternal filiation alone?1 Although the words "treated by a max, or
woman" do not literally exclude such contention. it seems ruled out by the whole
logic of our system. As shown before, the modes of establishment of paternity
are merely accessory to establishing maternity. The same applis, a forfiori, to
proof of such establishment. For instance, A foundling can neither be acknowled-
ged. -nor have his patenal filiation proved by possession of status--

2. Contentious Proo of Fiiation

1. It sometimes happens that the child or parent does nol possess his-status,
Le. . is not teateod as child or parent. Or else the required elements of such tret.
ment by family and relatives and society are so doubtu that they .have been
cos sWte d'2 -by.. four witncsses73 In such case the burden is on. the child or
parent'r4 to claim and prove the filiation bond- contentiously in a speciaj action -to
claim status. Strangely enough, the procedure prescribed in this connection is that
of notoriety, which, as we haye seen. the Code's transitory provisions have already,
and ineffectively, introduced as a surrogate for non-contentious proof by Civil
Register records. The re-introduction of the "notoriety" procedure 5 at the conten-
tious -stage of proof -may remain ineffective for the -same -reasois as those given
by us when discussing .non-contentious filiatidn.

t Whatever be the propedure. the proof at this stage will no more be directed
to showing a. "posession of" filial-parental status (which possession is here, by
hypothesis" non-existent or deficient), but to showing a right to possess such status.
By any means .of cvidtne the very facts establishing filiation. that is. the birth
plus, e.g. the marriage or the acknowledgement must be proved to have Spccifically
occurred, But another kind of possession of status may play an incidental role
where th6 existence of a marriage or irregular union ai blrth or conception time is
sought to be proved by showing possession of the corresponding status as between
mother and alleged father (not between father and child)276

3. Claims of filial-parental status by its non-possessors are disturbing for the
social order. The Ethiopian legislator admits them only upon a special court
authorization based on "circumstantial evidence resulting from facts which are
constant" and sufficiently serious." The relevant fact may. for instance, consist in
a..child's. patent physical resemblance to the alleged parent On such basis, the
claimant may be allowed to bring other evidence and proceed with .his action.

71..E.j., in order to inherit from alleged father
71 'Su "onttatinor & p ssession of smts mutst be carfuly diinguished fromn-contesta-

tion of status itlf.Th e latter oontastation (Arts. 778-1)" dos not disprove "th child's
possession of status but his -right to posses it, as wheer he is shown -not to be-born from
the Ipors.tsed" mother.

73. AT.t 771(2). On .hability of witneses, se Art. 2061.
74. The tovan arile, Articl 772. is fantastkal y mistranshled in its Fxngbh ,versou. The

action is 1cVt limited to the did.
75 La34.4down inAts., 148-51.
76. Arts. 699 cum 741 and 718 own 745.
17. "Onstant" in this context (Art- 773), means "presently mad tmdtspitaityl establised-"
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4. A child's" action to claim status must, as a rule, be brought in his life-
time. The child's heirs are batred from. bringing it, unless the child died before
the age of twnty and they act within one year from. such death. In accordauce with
the logic discussed before and the provision that the action shall be instituted
against the mother,)" paternal affiliation is merely incidetal to the maternal one,
Indeed. as next provided, "the mother and the person to whom paternity will be
attributed in case the action is successful, must be made a party to the suit."
As a general propositiQ., maternity is thus a legal pre-requisite of. paternity with
respect to both npn-contemious and rntm.ious .proof of filation.

5. How can a (possessed) filiation be disproved? Actions t6 contest (disprove)
maternal filiatioan" and paterial fdfiation 2re just as disturbing for the social
order as are the above-discussed actions (by non-possmsors) to claim it. For this
teason, they are submitted to the same restrictive requirement of a preliminary
court authorization based on serious and constant evidence. The severely circum-
scribed fathers action to disown a child by overcoming the presumption that he
begot it has been discussed before in connection with the presumptdon of paterni
resulting from marriage or irregular union. As t maternal filiatiaff, it is 6asily
ooite~ted by proving the. nion-occurrence of a .birth at the r-elevant time. or the
non-identity between the child Ihen born and the defelidant child -(the latter's
contested status may be-claimed by the former).

D. CONCLUSION

-- The Ethiopian codified law . of fibation constitutes a peculiar blend of tradi-
tioftl Ethiopian notions with-modern legal techniques andconcepts.. -The tradi-
tional Ethiopian principle of equality between marital and extra-marital children
has been maintained with respect to both the effects of filiation and the modes of
its establishmeat. But the modes 'of establishing filiation and proving- g th

78. A parenfs action aganest The-chil4 is: less -usual in Ethiopia, A 'corkers Ac4m may be
inidcutal to rc r rntVationr under Article 77S. of the child's existig filiation (babits
may bave beeAchaix gcd) ..

79. Such bar applie ony. to. e.ta.oW &proof of Oiatioa in the action to claim filial statu.
There is np such limit with resp ct to non-Contentouam proof of fihaliof, for eXampjle i
succeson clfti.r- It. follows thal e4g., for the purpce of he peddo hedlradis, which

* -has no time limit Where it reates to -amily iminqVabc" (Arti 9S9. cune 1OO(2))
prof of "possession" of filial status, as distinct r.proof .of "right to" posse i is
admissible generations back. The relevant enealogis are oft otorwm aimon
relativs But how will the four '%itzicens" requircment of Article 771(),be satifiedl?
Pcrhapt it tay be liberally cAstrued for surh purpose, in view also of cognate Ato.

- -- 11 6R(1 }, '. any icmbe.r oflsu' family may . any tie claim sish t lsd'a O tamily
- property'" We Tenage Workr..sAbdi v. Yejote Worko Lcgsc (H. Ct., Addis Ababa, 1964),

. Eth. L. vol. 2. p. 73. On "possession of status" see contra: Workinesh Scrabib
v. Yideneku, cited abovc at note S. (Our comment on this deision: (a) Possession of
status is at no stage a legal situation. It is a aon-cntenlios moode of proof of such
situation. (b) Provsions on modes of proof may be retroactively applied, Cf..Carboa-
nier, ork cited above at note 14, No.. 164, 2.)

'.See .AL .7772).
8]. And won by solely proving by -any means the physical fact of the childs birth from the

alegd mother. Sea Arts 777 curn 739.

82. Arts. 782-95.
83. Arts 773,.779 and 786-
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establishment which were unlimited in traditional law, have been severely limited
in accordance with a policy of reducing litigation and a technique influenced by the
French legal system. The latter system also constitutes the source for the categoies
and classifications used by the Ethiopian law of fliaion,

ADDENDUM
Due to delay in the publication of this report in the Journal of Ethiopian

Law, several months have elapsed since it was submitted to the Seventh Interna-
tional Congress of Comparative Law at Upsala (August 1966),m In light of the
general rapporteur'sM paper and of the discussions held in Section II, A, 2 of that
Congress, it is fow possible to add the following comments:

1. Modern legislative reforms abroad seek gradually to achieve (or have
only recently achieved) an equality of legal status as between marital and extra-
marital children. Such equality is a long-established axiom in Ethiopia, unique in
this respect among Christian countries,

2 According to the national rapporteur for Rumania," an equalization of
the legal condition of marital and extra-marital children necessarily postulates that
proof of the filial bond be made largely free. This seems also to be the view held
and tendency gradually followed by the legislative rcformcrs abroad. Ethiopia
constitutes a striking exception to this parallelism in that, while retaining the
traditional equality between marital and extra-marital children, it has restricted
the traditional freedom of proof of their status. These restrictions were rendered
necessary by the proliferation of stale and flimsy affiliational claims brought for
inheritance purposes. Since such purposes are hardly relevant in countries where
inheritable private property is almost nonexistent, extreme freedom of proof of
paternity prevails mostly in socialist countries,

3. Paternal affiliation is. in Ethiopia, restricted to limitatively enumerated
mnodes. Below are singled out such original features of this system as were not
discovered in any or most of the other national reports availabIe at the Cogress:

a) Ethiopia alone attaches a legal and almost irrebuttable presumption of
paternity to the man living in concubinate C'irregular union") with the mother. He
is treated for this purpose on equal footing with husbands.

b) In Ethiopia, not only maternity but also paternity can be proved non-
contentiously by mere possession of status (without any need. in such case, to
demonstrate the existence of any of the prescribed modes of affiliation). In this
respect; there is an illuminating similarity between proof of filiation by possession
of status (Article 770(1-2) Civil Code) and proof of ownership by possession of
chatels (Article 1193 cur 1140 Civil Code).

c) In several foreign legal systems where acknowledgement of paternity must
be accepted by the mother, an effective acknowledgement seems impossible if the
mother is dead or insane. It is possible in Ethiopia, where, 4) such case, the
acknowledgement may be accepted by the mother's ascendant or the child's
guardian

84. The Congress' gwtrI reports will be publishad in Rapport generaux aa VIP rongrd
internalional de draft compari,, dited by Centre intewnivcT iaire de drdoit comnpr4
Bruxells The naimaal reports, of whiph the above p r is one, are published in the
countries to which tbey refer.

85. Profesksr Aureian loiaseu, of Cluj Univjvrsty.
86 ProfssWr Ion Rutarnmu, of the Rumanian Tastitute of Juridical Rcmrch,
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d) In Ethiopia fraudulent acknowledgement of paternitys" probably cannot be
annulled otherwise than by the acknowledger himself decisively proving the impos-
sibility of his paternity.u

e) In striking contrast with foreign systems, more concerned than the Ethio-
pian one with the biological truth of filiation or else with the principle that
personal status is not in conm reio, in Ethiopia pateraity may be, in certain
specified circumstances3 contractually assigned by the legal father to another
man acknowledging the child. Also, as shown earlier in this paper, problems of
"'double" legal paternity may be solved by contract between the presumed fathers.
Since the above-mentioned agreements are lawful, it even seems that they may be
made for consideration.

4) Apart from the oft-mentioned "equality of status" principle, the-basic
tendencies of the Ethiopian law of filiation may be summarized as follows:

a) Essentially free non-contentious and moderately free contentious90 proof
of maternal filiation by birth.

b) Essentially free non-contentious proof of paternity, e.g. by way of posses-
sion of status.

c) Radical restriction on (1) conentious (2) paternal affiliation of (3) such
extra-marital children as are not already acknowledged or covered by the paternity
presumption attached to "irregular unions." Due to the above three qualifications.
the effects of this restriction ae much Iess sweeping than a prima facit reading of
Article 761 Civil Code would suggest.

d) Policywise. the Ethiopian law of filiation's implicit aim, among others.
is to reduce inheritance (or alimony) litigation and preserve the peace of stable
households, whether marital or extra-marital2J This aim: (1) is judiciously
balanced with, without being surrendered to. the sometimes non-convergent aim of
discovering the biological truth and safeguarding the child's interestsY (2) is
occasionaiJy made to prevail over the world-known principle that personal status
rights are not disposable."

8.7 Sometimes giv "by P-rtsy (par complaisnce) or for other pmrpoe.
88. Argument a pari from Article 756C2). But the aucmowdscat is fronm the oil tsct

if the child ha& another legal father (Art. 746)-
89. Art. 765
90. The qualification "mdctey' points to the ncity to obtain prior cout-pe nisadn

to proceat Art 773-74. Thereupon, the physig fat of bith can be proaed by any
means (which cLearly is not the cas with the pbyical fact of paternal concqdcm)n

91, An aim supporte by, both, the limka4ions on the stablislment of prternity and om its
cotatf-ltion (by disowing) once established_

92. An air promoted by. c.g., the rpjuireients of aoceptance under Ardcles 751-52, or of
court-approval nder Articlr5 763 and 766. T two aims converge in the presumptions
of paternity attached to t irregnas unions."

93. Sec Arts. 762 and 765.
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